Computed ultrasound tomography in echo-mode (CUTE) allows imaging the speed of sound inside tissue using hand-held pulse-echo ultrasound. This technique is based on measuring the changing local phase of beamformed echoes when changing the transmit beam steering angle. Phantom results have shown a spatial resolution and contrast that could qualify CUTE as a promising novel diagnostic modality in combination with B-mode ultrasound. Unfortunately, the large intensity range of several tens of dB that is encountered in clinical images poses difficulties to echo phase tracking and results in severe artefacts. In this paper we propose a modification to the original technique by which more robust echo tracking can be achieved, and we demonstrate in phantom experiments that dynamic range artefacts are largely eliminated. Dynamic range artefact reduction also allowed for the first time a clinical implementation of CUTE with sufficient contrast to reproducibly distinguish the different speed of sound in different tissue layers of the abdominal wall and the neck.
Introduction
Ultrasound (US) offers flexible probe guidance, real-time display, comparably low cost, and portability for bed-side and emergency use. In order to pair these advantages with outstanding diagnostic power, much effort has been put in complementing classical grey-scale B-mode US with multimodal structural and functional information. This includes Doppler flow imaging, but also novel techniques such as ultrasound elastography [1, 2] or optoacoustic imaging [3, 4] . A further promising modality is speed of sound imaging. Speed of sound varies significantly depending on tissue type [5, 6] and thus its local magnitude can reveal disease-related changes in tissue composition [7, 8] . Ultrasound computed tomography (UCT) reconstructs a map of the local speed of sound, based on the arrival time of US pulses that are transmitted through the tissue from various directions. UCT has demonstrated the diagnostic potential of speed of sound imaging as cancer-related changes in tissue composition can be detected with high contrast and spatial resolution [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . On the downside, UCT has several disadvantages compared to conventional US that limit its clinical application: (i) It relies on ultrasound through-transmission and is thus limited to the acoustically transparent breast, whereas other body parts contain bones and air that obstruct ultrasound propagation. (ii) UCT requires dedicated and thus expensive equipment. (iii) The rigid arrangement of US transceivers requires an liquid acoustic coupling medium and thus a bulky setup including a heavy reservoir together with filling pumps resulting in limited portability.
To enable speed of sound contrast for a multimodal diagnosis in combination with conventional handheld US, various researchers have proposed techniques for reflection-mode imaging of speed of sound based on the pulse-echo signal. Nonlinear diffraction tomography (NDT) [14, 15] is able to simultaneously reconstruct compressibility and mass density (or equivalently speed of sound and impedance), however it requires the detection of low temporal frequencies in the kHz range to image slow spatial variations of the acoustic properties [14] . The array probes used in conventional US have a limited bandwidth with a cut-off towards low frequencies to enable efficient beam-steering, thus they are not suited for implementation of NDT. In addition the complex algorithms needed for NDT do not yet allow video-rate imaging [14] . A different pulse-echo technique for imaging speed of sound is the beam-tracking method [16] . Based on scanning the tissue with acoustic beams with intersecting axes, one for transmission and one for receiving, the time-of-flight of acoustic power coupled from one into the other beam allows the measurement of speed of sound along the propagation path. This principle can be implemented in handheld probes [17] , but the spatial resolution and speed of sound contrast are rather limited [18] . To overcome the limitations of previous approaches, we have recently developed computed ultrasound tomography in echomode (CUTE) [19] . This technique is based on analysing the changing position of reconstructed (beam-formed) echoes when changing the transmit (Tx) steering angle u of US transmission into the tissue. Deviations Dc(x, z) of the true speed of sound c from the assumed reference value c 0 result in a non-anticipated error s(x, z, u) of the time-of-arrival of the Tx wavefront at points (x, z) in the imaging plane (x and z are the lateral and axial coordinates).
The difference Ds(x, z, u 0 , u) of this error relative to a reference angle u 0 is translated to a corresponding shift Dz(x, z, u 0 , u) of the reconstructed depth of echoes. Detection of this shift allows a tomographic reconstruction of the relative speed of sound Dc(x, z) via solving the corresponding inverse problem [19] . Robust determination of the echo shift Dz is possible via the changing local phase of the reconstructed pulse-echo data (echo shift tracking). Similar to UCT, CUTE is thus based on phase-sensitive detection of the changing arrival time of US transmissions from various angles and a subsequent tomographic reconstruction, but local echoes take the role of virtual internal receivers as opposed to the external receivers in UCT. The abundant availability of such echoes provides internal information that allows a tomographic reconstruction from the limited angle range of pule-echo US. Compared to NDT, CUTE is based on the echo shift rather than the echo pulse shape and thus does not require detection of low frequencies. For those reasons CUTE can be implemented as an addition to conventional pulse-echo US in a single device, which solves the disadvantages of UCT and NDT. In the proof-of-principle phantom study we proposed a direct and thus real-time capable inverse problem solution in the Fourier domain and demonstrated a contrast (0.6% of the background speed of sound) and a spatial resolution (1 mm by 3 mm) that are well suited for clinical diagnosis [19] .
The good outcome of the proof-of-principle study relied on phantoms that were characterised by a uniform echogenicity. Clinical pulse-echo images, however, show a large dynamic range of echo intensities of several tens of dB's. As a result, the intensity level of strong local echoes is significantly above the background level, such that the sidelobes of the point-spread function (PSF) over-radiate neighbouring echoes. Changing u while maintaining a constant receive (Rx) aperture leads to a corresponding rotation of the PSF with sidelobes and thus to an apparent motion up and down of the echo phase to the right and left of the centre of strong echoes (see sketch in Fig. 1 ). This apparent motion significantly disturbs the detection of the echo depth shift and generates errors that have the shape of ''butterfly'' patterns that result in strong artefacts in the CUTE image. Fig. 2 illustrates the problems associated with the dynamic range artefacts. Fig. 2a is the B-mode image taken from a gelatine phantom that contained a cylindrical inclusion (12 mm diameter) with a 2% lower speed of sound than the background. Cellulose powder provided diffuse echogenicity, and parallelly aligned sewing threads served as strong reflectors. For pulse-echo data acquisition we used the same system that was described in the proof-of-principle study [19] . It comprises of a Verasonics Ò V1-64 research US system (Verasonics Inc., WA, USA) in connection with a HDI L7-4 linear vascular probe (ATL Philips, WA, USA). The probe features 128 elements at a 0.29 mm pitch and a 5 MHz centre frequency. The imaging plane of the linear probe was oriented perpendicular to the direction of the cylindrical inclusion and the threads, which are thus visible as a circular area and strong distinct point-like echoes, respectively. 2-dimensional distribution of the local echo shift Dz(x, z, u 0 , u) when changing the Tx angle from u 0 = 0°to u = 15°. The echo shift map reveals the expected time-of-arrival changes in the ''shadow'' of the speed of sound contrast of the cylindrical inclusion. In addition, the echo shift map contains the butterfly-shaped tracking errors at the locations of the strong point-like echoes. Using the algorithm described in [19] , the relative speed of sound Dc(x, z) was reconstructed from a collection of echo shift maps Dz(x, z, u 0 , u) that were acquired with u ranging from À30°to 30°in 10°steps. When added to the reference speed of sound c 0 and displayed in e.g. grayscale, this results in a speed of sound image (Fig. 2c) , where the 2-dimensional distribution of the grey level is expected to reveal the speed of sound contrast of the cylindrical inclusion. However, as a result of the butterfly-shaped tracking errors, the contrast is dominated by strong cross-shaped patterns that nearly fully obscure the circular cross-section of the inclusion.
In this paper we propose and investigate a modification to the echo shift tracking, by which butterfly artefacts can be largely eliminated. We demonstrate strongly improved contrast in phantom experiments as well as first promising volunteer results.
Method
The proposed modification is based on modelling the effect of sidelobe motion as an additive shift: A hypothetical stand-alone echo located in point (x, z) in the imaging plane leads to a total apparent echo shift Dz
inside the surrounding region where no other echo occurs:
Thereby Dz is the real shift of the echo owing to the inhomogeneous speed of sound, and Db is the additive shift owing to rotation of the PSF. Because Db results from a rotation, its magnitude is proportional to the angle change. It can thus be expressed via a rate b u :
Eq. (2) describes the apparent local echo shift around a single echo. A typical image contains a large number N of interfering echoes with varying intensity level, centred at different positions (x, z) n where n is the echo index. In order to employ the model in Eq. (2), we assume that in any point (x 0 , z 0 ) the local echo shift is dominated by just one out of these echoes rather than by the superposition of many echoes. We will discuss in Section 4 to what extent this assumption is valid (''condition 1''). The imaging plane is thus organised in grainy image regions that result from the assignment of pixels to different echoes n. We further assume that the boundaries of these image regions do not change with changing u, such that the rate constant b u in any pixel is independent of u. This is again a strong assumption and will be discussed in Section 4 (''condition 2''). If the echo shift Dz varies on a slower spatial scale than the diameter of the image regions (''condition 3'', see Section 4), Dz(x 0 , z 0 , u 0 , u) can be substituted for Dz(x, z, u 0 , u) in Eq. (2), and the apparent local shift Dz 0 is described by:
Eq. (3) is the foundation of a simple recipe for elimination of the rate constant b u : In the following the notation of the spatial coordinates will be omitted. The apparent shift when changing u from its minimum (u min ) to its maximum (u max ) value is:
Combination of Eqs. (3) and (4) allows the definition of a modified shift Dz 00 in which b u is eliminated:
For the present study, beam-formed in-phase quadrature (IQ) pulse-echo frames were acquired using Tx angles u ranging from À30°to 30°in 2.5°steps. Echo shift tracking was based on tracking the local echo phase by using base-band correlation [20] : The point-wise Hermitian product of successive IQ frames was calculated and spatially low-pass filtered with a box-car convolution kernel with size of 1 mm (laterally) by 3 mm (axially) (tracking kernel). The resulting local correlation phase was then converted to echo shift via multiplication with the spatial oscillation period k = 0.5 c 0 /f 0 of local echoes, (f 0 : centre frequency). Incremental accumulation of the echo shift per angle step over the full angle range led to maps of the apparent echo shift Dz 0 (u 0 , u) for all angles u relative to the reference angle u 0 = 0°. Maps of the modified echo shift Dz 00 (u 0 , u) were then obtained according to the first line in Eq. (5) and used for speed of sound reconstruction. Fig. 3a is again the echo shift map that was already shown in Fig. 2b , but after modification according to Eq. (5) . In this modified data the butterfly-shaped tracking errors are nearly fully eliminated, and the data looks generally less noisy than in Fig. 2b . As a result, the echo shift that was caused by the cylindrical inclusion is clearly visible, and the speed of sound image in Fig. 3b reveals the speed of sound difference inside the inclusion with good contrast. The phantom bulk was made of a homogeneous gelatine solution, thus a constant speed of sound was expected in the background surrounding the inclusion. Even though the background speed of sound appears much more homogeneous in Fig. 3b than in Fig. 2c , some residual artefacts are visible below the inclusion. Potential reasons for these artefacts will be discussed in Section 4.
Results
Similar artefacts to the ones described in the initial phantom speed of sound image (Fig. 2c) were found when imaging the abdominal wall and the neck of a volunteer. Fig. 4a shows the B-mode US of the abdomen, with the skin, subcutaneous adipose, muscle and liver tissue, and Fig. 4b is the B-mode US of the neck, with the nicely delineated sternocleidomastoid muscle as well as less defined deeper muscles. The corresponding speed of sound images ( Fig. 4c and d) contain a high level of diagonally running artefacts that limit the contrast of the different tissue layers.
After dynamic range artefact reduction, the contrast of the speed of sound images is strongly improved. Fig. 4e nicely delin- eates the different speed of sound values in the different layers of the abdominal wall. The speed of sound contrast values indicated by the colour bars is rather qualitative owing to yet unsolved experimental uncertainties (e.g. calibration of the local centre frequency. . .), and appear slightly too large. However, in agreement with the expectations, the skin and the musculature have a relative high, the adipose tissue a low, and the liver tissue an intermediate speed of sound. Fig. 4f interestingly shows a strong speed of sound contrast between the sternocleidomastoid and the deeper muscle layers. This can potentially be attributed to the different composition of fast-twitching (less lipids, higher speed of sound) and slow-twitching (more lipids, lower speed of sound) muscle fibres. According to literature, the speed of sound in muscle tissue can vary by as much as 30 m/s when the lipid concentration differs by 1% of muscle weight [21] .
Discussion and conclusion
Our results demonstrate that dynamic range artefact reduction is a key step towards successful clinical CUTE. The specific technique that was proposed in this paper was based on several conditions that will be discussed now:
Condition (1): The local echo level in each pixel, and thus the rate b u resulting from the echo rotation, was assumed to be dominated by one echo at a time. In any pixel where neighbouring echoes superpose with similar intensity, this assumption will not hold. This is even more the case with the echo shift tracking that measures an average shift of all echoes inside regions of the size of the tracking kernel, rather than the phase shift inside single pixels. However, the phase tracking will just pick out an average echo shift rate, and as long as the relative weights of contributing echoes remain constant, the apparent average rate constant b u will not change significantly with changing u. This leads to:
Condition (2): The respective echo that dominates a pixel (x, z) was assumed independent of u. Looking at the single pixel level, this assumption seems wrong because with the rotation of the sidelobes, the relative contribution of different echoes will change. However, when averaging over regions of the size of the tracking kernel, the actual condition for the applicability of the model is following: For any pixel (x, z), the average shift in a region (of the size of the tracking kernel) around that pixel is determined by the same relative contribution of the same collection of echoes independent of u. This condition was roughly fulfilled: A change of the relative contribution of echoes can result from motion of sidelobes into and out of the kernel region. With the 60°Tx angle scanning range, the total rotation of the PSF was 30°. In the phantom study, the total motion of sidelobes of the strongest echoes (around 2 mm lateral extent or 1 mm radius) was therefore only 0.5 mm. In the volunteer study, the lateral extent of strong echoes was even smaller. The total motion of dominating sidelobes was therefore significantly smaller than the axial size of the tracking kernel (3 mm).
Condition (3): The echo shift Dz was assumed to vary on a spatial scale that is slow in comparison to the size of the areas where respective echoes dominate. This was rather a didactic trick that allowed in Eq. (2) the elimination of the ambiguity of the origin (x, z) of an echo and the position (x 0 , z 0 ) where the apparent echo shift was evaluated. This assumption was, however, not fundamental to the development of the artefact reduction technique, and the final relation in Eq. (5) without this assumption reads (we leave the derivation to the reader):
Eq. (6) states that the modified echo shift in a pixel (x 0 , z 0 ) is determined by the real echo shift at the origin (x, z) of the respective dominating echo. The modified echo shift is thus constant inside the regions where strong echoes dominate. If the echo shift of the background varies on a faster spatial scale than the lateral extent of these regions, the edges of the regions contrast with the background and lead to a patchy appearance of the echo shift map. This effect is not a result of the artefact reduction technique, but an intrinsic limitation of determining the local echo shift that was already present in Eq. (1) .
In summary our results demonstrate that the proposed artefact reduction technique is intriguingly robust even though it was based on a simple model. Residual artefacts can be attributed to sources of tracking errors that were not yet considered, such as acoustic refraction and reverberation clutter. In the phantom result in Fig. 2a , refraction lead to defocusing and thus to broadening of the bright echoes below the cylindrical inclusion. This resulted in a larger sidelobe motion and thus in stronger artefacts below the inclusion than towards the edges of the speed of sound image in Fig. 2c , and might in part explain the residual artefacts below the inclusion in the corrected speed of sound image in Fig. 3b . In addition, refraction can lead to multiple arrivals of the Tx wavefront at echo generating structures and thus to tracking ambiguities that again result in artefacts. Reverberation clutter (higher order echoes) adds to image noise and thus to tracking errors. Whereas clutter was minimised in the phantom study by using a rather low and homogeneous scatter concentration, it is supposed to have been a main source of artefacts in the volunteer images. Further research is therefore required into potential sources of residual artefacts to further improve contrast of CUTE towards a successful diagnostic application. The present study demonstrates that the proposed technique significantly improves the contrast of the speed of sound image and that dynamic range artefact reduction is one key step towards successful clinical CUTE.
